Statement

Home, what does that mean? It shape-shifts to embrace a sense of refuge or
conversely a sense of confinement and ennui. It suggests domestication --a
taming or breaking of a wild spirit. Its walls encapsulate childhood memories both
wonderful and terrible. It is a byproduct of the consistent human power struggle
with nature to separate oneself from the unpredictable, resulting in domesticated
lawns and gardens, weeding “undesirable” growth, eradicating pests, clearing,
paving-over, clear-cutting, bull-dozing, draining, in a never-ending cycle to control
nature and then combat the unintended consequences of human activity.
While I use a variety of materials in my work, screenprinting is often a
component, whether in 2/D work or sculptural/installation work. I am drawn to
materials that convey certain meanings, as in the way drywall conveys the idea of
home construction, or the way mirror suggests vanity or the real but insubstantial
nature of light and reflection.
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